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FOAM
FOAM is Free Open Access Meducation – medical education for anyone, anytime,
anywhere. The term emerged from the increasing collection of evolving, collaborative and
interactive education resources being distributed on the web. It includes blogs, podcasts,
tweets, Google hangouts, online videos, text documents, photographs, Facebook groups
and more. (http://lifeinthefastlane.com/foam/)
Remember that the content shared is clinical ‘food-for-thought’ and not necessarily endorsed
by Clinical Development or reflected in the Clinical Procedures & Guidelines. The CPG’s
and Standard Operating Procedures still apply over anything that you read in the links
supplied in this document.
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Fall Prevention in
Elderly Patients

Those That Teach Do
Better?
Emergency Medicine specialist Professor
Simon Carley takes a look at a study that
suggests an association between the quality of
a teaching hospital and patient outcomes.

Falls are the most common cause of
traumatic mortality in elderly patients, and a
third of those admitted to hospital for injuries
after a fall, die within a year.

http://buff.ly/2v1Gyru

http://buff.ly/2t0ybLq

The Psychologically
Difficult Airway

Head Rotation For
Mask Ventilation

Emergency airway educator and Professor
of Emergency Medicine George Kovacs
talks about the psychologically difficult
airway.
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rotation for improving mask ventilation.
http://buff.ly/1AAsSEj
http://buff.ly/2ut4W8o

http://buff.ly/2v1NbKd

Complications of
Trauma in Pregnancy

Dysrhythmias

Emergency Medicine specialist Victoria
Stephen discusses the common complications
of trauma in pregnancy and their
management.

CRACKCast covers the topic of
dysrhythmias, the essentials of conduction
pathways, and the variety of pathologies
where things can go wrong.

http://buff.ly/2ut0rKP

http://buff.ly/2t0lBMg
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Procedural Sedation
and Analgesia

The Complexity of
Simple

Emergency Medicine specialist and trauma
team leader Dr Chris Hicks talks about
simplifying and bringing order back to complex
processes in medicine.

The CORE EM podcast discusses the
common agents used in procedural sedation
and analgesia in the emergency department.
http://buff.ly/2tcCM12

http://buff.ly/2tpM8lo

Asthma Evaluation
and Mimics

Case Study: Evolving
ECG changes

‘Not everything that wheezes is asthma’ –
emDocs evaluates asthma and the common
mimics.
http://buff.ly/2v2svSj

Dr Stephen Smith discusses a case of a
prehospital patient with chest pain and
evolving ECG changes from an Australian
paramedic.
http://buff.ly/2t0fl76

http://buff.ly/2qQsPlm

A New Model for
Medical Publishing?

Caring for Children
with Disabilities

Caring for sick children can be daunting at the
best of times, but caring for sick children with
additional limitations adds an extra element of
difficulty.

Frustrations and criticisms of high individual
article access charges is fuelling an open
access revolution in medical education.
http://buff.ly/2ujQQpl

http://buff.ly/2tTmGrU
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